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ABSTRACT 
 

          3GPP is characterizing the long haul development (LTE) and long haul development progressed LTE 

Advanced)for picking up the 4G innovation status, with the end goal to keep up the future aggressiveness of 4G 

innovation. The advancement of remote systems is a nonstop marvel. This paper examines the enhancement ventures 

for HO components in long haul development (LTE) framework which is as a rule formally submitted as an 

applicant 4G framework. LTE arrange is relied upon to help versatility with paces of up to 500 km/h, when the HO 

will then turn out to be more successive and quick. The premise of the methodology is to lessen the quantity of 

superfluous HOs. qualities and shortcomings for every calculation are talked about, and ends are in this way made.  
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INTRODUCTION 
LTE along with System Architecture Evolution (SAE) comprise of Evolved Packet System (EPS) in which 

core network and radio access are packet switched. Ongoing increments in portable information utilization and the 

development of new applications drive the inspiration to move the 3GPP into the fourth era of cell remote 

innovation. Accordingly, creators of the 3GPP Long Term Development/System Architecture Evolution (LTE/SAE) 

framework have reported the Evolved Packet System (EPS) as the fourth era of the 3GPP versatile system. The get 

to organize utilized in the EPS arrange enhances radio get to innovations of the 3GPP versatile systems in order to 

offer a higher information rate with low inertness. The EPS is too intended to help level Internet Protocol (IP) 

availability also, full  interworking with heterogeneous radio access systems and specialist organizations. This 

building structure choice conveys to the fore ramifications of LTE/SAE for security. The level all-IP engineering 

enables all radio access conventions to end in one hub called developed  

 

NodeB (eNodeB). In the All inclusive Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS), the usefulness  

of eNodeB was partitioned into NodeB and the Radio Network Controller (RNC)[1].  The situation of the  

radio access traditions in eNodeB makes them feeble against unapproved get to in light of the fact that eNodeB is 

arranged in unattended put. Further, internetworking with heterogeneous radio access frameworks revealed the 

vulnerability of these frameworks to organize external perils and passes on grave recommendations for LTE 

security. The epic characteristics of LTE/SAE offered climb to various features in the structure of the security 

framework in the EPS mastermind. Of these, enter organization in handovers [2] and restricting the security peril 

included is the point of convergence of this paper. In the midst of the progressing years, there is a creating design 

consistently voice correspondence using Web tradition (IP). Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) is a development 

that licenses movement of voice correspondences over the Internet or other package traded frameworks rather than 

the customary Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). Various VoIP applications are open on the web: Skype, 

Viber, Tango, and Yahoo separation. These applications give incredible quality, and free calls. In VoIP the 

straightforward voice banner of the transmitter is changed over into cutting edge design before weight and encoding 

it into a flood of IP bundles for transmission to the recipient over IP sort out[3]. At the not exactly alluring end, 

Digital to Analog Converter (DAC) tackles recouping the main straightforward voice movement after reassemble 
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gotten IP packages all together and setting it up [4]. There are various makers have worn down various Quality of 

Service (QoS) parameters using particular organization classes in different framework forms. An examination was 

driven on various quality parameters influencing on the VOIP advantage execution. The examination insinuates that 

these parameters of QoS are required to extend the execution of a VoIP. Experts in [5], have pondered the execution 

of the VoIP in both Ethernet LAN (802.3) and Wireless LAN (IEEE 802.11). They take a gander at how VoIP 

performs in two assorted framework setups and separates the results gotten using OPNETsimulator. .Different QoS 

parameters likethroughput and normal postponement for VoIP utilizing diverse conventions are broke down in Ref. 

[6] utilizing OPNET test system. as far as throughput and normal deferral. Comparative examination has been 

directed in to break down the QoS of VoIP organization over WiMAX system and think about the execution 

acquired over different administration classes. In creators examined a handoff instrument impact on VoIP movement 

in Wireless LANs for intra and bury portability. The examination was arranged towards the evaluation of the nature 

of the voice movement, the bundle deferrals, and postpone jitter amid the handover task. Atiur et.al. [7], utilized an 

investigative model to evaluate the VoIP call limit of IEEE 802.11g remote LAN to help single bounce systems and 

multihop VoIP administrations. The creators found that, the quantity of bounces between VoIP transmitters in IEEE 

802.11g remote LAN has consequences for call quality. Hussein et al.  led a correlation between various line 

calculations. The creators discovered that Priority line and Weight Fair Queuing calculations are the most suitable to 

enhance QoS for VoIP. 

 

 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
A codec is the term used for the word coder-decoder, changes over of straightforward sound signs into compacted 

modernized shape for transmission and a short time later by and by into an uncompressed sound banner for the 

social affair. There are different codec makes reliant on the picked assessing rate, data rate, and completed weight. 

the most generally perceived codecs used for VoIP applications are G.711, G722, G723, G726, G728, G729A, et 

cetera all of which varies in the sound quality, the transmission limit required, the computational necessities, 

encoding figuring and coding delay [8]: In our appraisals codecs of ITU checks for sound weight and decompression 

are used. Following table records a couple of features of the most generally perceived codecs: G.711, G.723.1, and 

G.729A. The Point to Point WAN was related particularly to the Ethernet Router in each subnet using a DS0 line. 

The model name of the association was 'point_to_point_link_adv'. The Wireless LAN condition used 1Gbps 

Ethernet connect for all the wired relationship with the Router, Switch, and Servers. The OPNET exhibit name for 

the Servers was 'ethernet_server'. Each Wireless LAN condition contains a Router and 2 settled remote workstations 

and 3 moving remote workstations in each Router. All these remote center points use VoIP organizations. There 

were a total of 15 workstations in each subnet. The workstations were making development over the WAN and the 

Remote LAN condition to reproduce a honest to goodness office condition. The Routers OPNET show name 

was'wlan_ethernet_slip4_adv. The settled VoIP workstation show and the moving VoIP workstation show name 

were 'wlan_wksn_adv'. The EPS building is made out of the get the chance to orchestrate and the inside framework, 

which are the Evolved All comprehensive Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN) additionally, the Evolved 

Packet Core (EPC), exclusively. The arrangement target of the E-UTRAN is to alter level what not IP mastermind 

configuration with the end goal to viably and adaptably pass on and scatter versatile organizations[9]. The E-

UTRAN is planned to be level by fusing the components of the dynamically sent NodeB and RNC in the 

passageway arrangement of the UMTS. The designing change has moved the end reason for the air interface from 

the RNC in the UMTS to eNodeB in the EPS. Such an end point would build up a security weakness. As a base 

station in the EPS, eNodeB is arranged at a revealed region and related with the middle framework over the IP layer. 

In an effort to make eNodeB secure, the two layers of LTE security secure action experiencing it. The important 

layer, called the Access Stratum (AS) layer approves security between the UE and eNodeB[10]. This layer is made 

right when data in radio associations ought to be exchanged and anchors the hailing and customer data. Alternately, 

the second layer, called the Nonaccess Stratum (NAS) layer remains dynamic at whatever point the UE is enrolled to 

the sort out and is responsible for tying down the motioning in the zone between the UE and the Mobility 

Management Element (MME). Stresses over unstable associations past the MME are the obligation of the optional 

IP Security (IPSec) connection between framework segments.  
 

One of the alterations in the EPS is division between the Control plane (C-plane) hailing development and the User 

data plane (U-plane) data development. A C-plane hailing action path, doled out as S1-C in is developed between a 

UE and a MME, and a route for the U-plane data development, doled out as S1-U is set up between a UE and a 
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Serving Gateway (S-GW)[11]. This new change recommends not simply physically autonomous courses for these 

two sorts of action anyway moreover free key organization for encryption and uprightness confirmation. A free 

thinker base station (i.e., eNodeB) is a phone that duplicates the convenience of a base station. It can mirror a honest 

to goodness base station and charm endorsers to camp on the radio channel of the free thinker base station. An 

adversary can control a dissident base station either by exchanging off a business eNodeB or by passing on an 

individual eNodeB. The going with exchange examines how a foe can deal a business eNodeB and send an 

individual eNodeB. Acommercial eNodeB can be abused and haggled through physical, host, and framework 

tradition vulnerabilities.By physically entering an eNodeB, a foe can get to its set away cryptographic materials. 

This physical helplessness is theoretically possible in light of the way that eNodeBs in the LTE designing are placed 

in territories that consolidate open indoor regions. Since eNodeBs are Internet endpoints, an enemy also can get to 

the working systems of eNodeBs by disseminating contaminations and worms and fitting eNodeBs as people from a 

botnet [12]. In addition, a business eNodeB can be jeopardized by vulnerabilities because of the IP stack, for 

instance, identity misrepresentation, listening stealthily, package mixture, allocate, denial of-advantage (DoS) 

strikes, and so forth. An attacker can go up against the presence of bona fide eNodeBs by taking identities and using 

them to send messages. Meanwhile, self-propelled customers can pass on an individual eNodeB by purchasing 

nearly nothing, ease eNodeBs available at business mastermind providers (e.g., Sprint Airave, AT&T 3G microcell). 

Something unique, they can use a business programming library to create revolt eNodeBs.Notwithstanding, the 

majority of the recently considered versatile plans concentrated on single factor thought among numerous 

compelling variables as pursues: the heap based versatile hysteresis conspire in  considered just the heap distinction 

between the objective andserving cells dependent on load data by the X2 interface; the speed based versatile 

hysteresis conspire in utilized the RRC estimation report message containing the speed of the UE which  can be 

assessed by Doppler spread or worldwide situating framework (GPS) in 3GPP LTE framework; an administration 

based versatile  hysteresis plot was likewise considered in [13]. With the end goal to limit the HFR in versatile 

hysteresis conspire, we have to consider numerous variables influencing the HFR execution, all the while. These 

components can be utilized to establish the cost work for the versatile hysteresis systems of level handover in 

homogeneous systems with comparative way to deal with the idea of the cost work for the vertical handover choice 

techniques in heterogeneous systems .The developed all inclusive portable media transmission framework (UMTS) 

earthbound radio access organize (E-UTRAN), which is otherwise called the 3GPP LTE portable correspondence 

framework, goes for bringing down the expense of giving portable broadband availability, decrease of end-client 

month to month expenses, furthermore, conveyance of new enhanced administrations and applications . In the 3GPP 

LTE framework, there is a propensity to streamline what's more, to upgrade the system administration acquired from 

the UMTS with the propelled self-sorting out system (SON) arrangement concentrated on self-setup and self 

enhancement  procedures[14]. The SON is one of the confident zones for an administrator to diminish operational 

costs. The selfconfiguration gives the computerized beginning design of cells and system hubs before entering 

operational mode.Likewise, the self-advancement plays out the enhancement and adjustment to changing ecological 

conditions amid operational mode. With this self-streamlining, we can accomplish a few streamlining results, for 

example, stack adjusting, handover parameter advancement, and limit and inclusion advancement. Here, we center 

around the handover parameter improvement. For the handover parameter advancement, we can consider two sorts 

of the handover plans: vertical and even handover[15]. The sort of handover that happens in a heterogeneous system 

is called vertical handover while the sort of handover that occurs in a homogeneous organize is called level 

handover. There are a considerable amount of investigate results on the cost work for the vertical handover choice 

systems in heterogeneous systems  yet, not on the cost work for the versatile hysteresis systems of even handover in 

homogeneous systems. Hence, in this paper, we inquire about on a cost-based versatile handover hysteresis conspire 

that can understand the handover parameter streamlining for self-enhancement in 3GPP LTE framework dependent 

on the system controlled hard handover[16]. With the end goal to understand the handover parameter enhancement 

by a cost work for versatile handover hysteresis in the flat handover and in addition the cost work for the vertical 

handover choice techniques, we propose a costbased versatile handover hysteresis plot which is based on the 

prevailing variables firmly identified with HFR execution,  for example, the heap distinction between the objective 

and serving cells , the speed of client gear (UE), and the administration type, which influence the choice of the 

handover trigger time[17]. 
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Fig 1. Flow diagram of   proposed method 

 

 

PROPOSED METHODSklhww 

 
1)VERTICAL HANDOFF 

Vertical handoff alludes to a system hub changing the sort of network it uses to get to a supporting framework, 

ordinarily to help hub versatility.  

The vertical handover process includes three stages [18], i.e., the framework revelation stage, handoff choice stage 

and handoff execution stage. Giving productive affiliation a reasonable remote system remains an open test in 

heterogeneous systems. Late research has proposed few methodologies that give directional help with choosing a 

hopeful system amid the handoff choice stage. Be that as it may, it has turned out to be basic to offer a proficient 

handover system to meet distinctive QoS necessities and boost the asset usage of the system. Moreover, the writing 

uncovers that different measurements, for example, flag quality, data transfer capacity, bit blunder rate, control 

utilization, and cost assessment to decide the determination of a hopeful system. These measurements may be 

reasonable when level handoffs are started however turned out to be deficient to trigger vertical handoffs because of 

various framework qualities. Structure of the required Quality of Services (QoS)- mindful vertical handover choice 

calculation is another real worry in such a situation. The vertical handoff systems are for the most part assembled as 

far as versatile controlled handoff and system controlled handoff forms. Different versatility administration 

procedures for QoS bolster planned in the writing depend on portable controlled handoff. Accordingly, such a 

structure can't choose the best system for cell phones in light of the fact that the gadget has constrained power and 

restricted data on the systems. In such a case, the ping-pong impact is high in light of the fact that the determination 

of the system depends on past history put away in the versatile terminal. Framework effective execution as far as 

handover delay and the handover choice corrupts because of this handover disappointment [19]. The techniques 

announced in the writing so far to tackle this perplexing issue experiences at least one of the accompanying 

confinements—unseemly vertical handover directing measurements, absence of proactive clog check in the 

competitor system and versatile controlled handoff that are tended to in this investigation. The objectives of the 

proposed work are to lessen handover disappointments and to infer the required QoS bolster dependent on system 

controlled handoff for heterogeneous systems. The primary phase of the proposed work executes the Technique to 

arrange inclination by closeness to the perfect arrangement (TOPSIS) strategy, which is characterized under the 

Multi-Attributed Decision Making technique (MADM) [20]. Utilizing this technique, the suitable positioning for 

every choice variable associated with the system display is gotten. The second phase of this work conveys the 

recursive powerful programming development with zone-constructed choices forced in light of the system control 

side. This paper exhibits another and productive powerful programming methodology known as TOPSIS with 

Knapsack Vertical handover Decision (TOPSIS-KVD), an ideal answer for vertical handover challenges in cutting 
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edge systems with significantly lessened handover disappointments. The cutoff for the portable terminal in 

performing handover with system clog under check is chosen by means of dynamic programming that decides the 

choice options for the best system determination [21]. The proposed TOPSIS KVD produces vertical handover 

choices by mulling over of the huge measurements, for example, flag quality, RTT, unwavering quality, cost and 

movement dealing with need of the applicant organize. This work shows a productive heading for ideal system 

determination, along these lines diminishing the difficulties of handover disappointment between WiMax systems 

and Wi-Fi systems for different QoS activity classes. The proposed TOPSIS-KVD consolidates a straightforward 

plan that accomplishes consistent handover over fluffy based structure and expels the ping-pong impact.  

2) HORIZONTAL HANDOFF: 

 Modules utilized are enrolled above in reproduction setup. In WIMAX recreation there are four hubs in which two 

are base stations n1, n2 while n3 is versatile hub having WIMAX module attributes and one sink hub n0 where to 

send information. Versatile hub is associated with BS1 at first and sending information to sink hub or relating hubs. 

At the point when n3 begins moving towards n1(BS1) at that point at specific minute in the wake of coming to in 

scope of (BS2) n2, hand-off and after that send information to relating hub through BS2. The activity sort of 

exchange between versatile hubs is consistent piece rate. Table2 contains the parameters of portable hub for 

WIMAX [22]. These parameters are considered for executing working situations. Presently it is important to break 

down the bundle send and got in both handover forms. . End to End Delay End to end postpone which can be 

figured as the aggregate time taken by the parcel to reach from source system to goal organize. This is likewise 

characterized as an entirety of transmission delay, spread deferral and handling delay. All these postpones mean end 

to end delay.  

BLOCK DIAGRAM: 

                                       Fig2 

               
                                Fig.2.process of NS2  

              

 

                                 Fig.3 

 

SIMULATION METHODS 
The accompanying figures are acquired in the wake of gathering insights by utilizing OPNET Modeler reproduction 

instrument. Each figure demonstrates a near image of the three situations. All the three situations are utilizing an 

alternate sound codec plan, for example, G.911, G.923 and G.929 [23]. After effectively running the recreation, the 

outcome demonstrates the effect of various codecs on various QoS parameters in a VoIP arrange. Following are the 
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assumes that demonstrate distinctive QoS parameters like MOS, Voice parcel end to end delay (sec), Voice jitter 

(sec), Voice activity sends (bundle/sec) and Voice activity gotten (parcel/sec). The most generally utilized QoS 

metric in VoIP applications is MOS. The MOS esteem depicts the voice recognition quality [24]. The normal MOS 

esteem for the three codecs is spoken to in Codecs G. 711 and G. 729A have satisfactory MOS esteems 3.685 and 

3.067, separately. On the other hand, the MOS esteem for G. 723.1 is 2.557 which shows that the nature of 

administration is poor if this codec utilized. 

 

 

CONCLUSION: 
In this paper, investigation and assessment of the QoS execution for VoIP activity under different voice codecs was 

completed. The utilization of codecs properly is vital in the execution of VoIP to create greatest QoS esteem. The 

outcome demonstrates a determination of G.729A codec in a reenactment gives a noteworthy outcome for the 

execution of VoIP that codec G.729A has worthy MOS esteem and less deviation of got to transmit parcel as 

contrasted with G.711 and G.723.1 additionally normal postpone like end to end deferral and Voice jitter is lesser in 

codec G.729A when contrasted with the other two referenced codecs. we were worried that forward key partition in 

handover enter administration in the 3GPP LTE/SAE system can be undermined due to what are known as rebel 

base station assaults. Albeit intermittently refreshing the root key limits the impact of the assaults, choosing an ideal 

key refresh interim is a badly characterized issue in light of the trouble of accomplishing a parity between the 

flagging burden and the volume of uncovered bundles. We have inferred a scientific system for choosing an ideal 

handover key refresh interim that enables a system administrator to choose an ideal esteem that fits best with system 

administration approaches. 
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